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Connective tissue (CT) is a type of body tissue 
characterized  by an abundant extracellular 
matrix within which are dispersed different 

types of cells and fibers.
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Fig.1: Image showing the 
components of CT: Cells, 
Fibers and Ground substance
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1. Provide and maintain form of organs.

2. Support different tissues and organs.

3. Connect and bind different body regions.

4. Provide a medium for diffusion of nutrients and
waste products.
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Functions
- connective tissues have several types & these several types

General perform different functions

C
of connective tissues :-

&

Areolar Connective tissue

fatty

Cartilage & blood

Areolar & blood

notice that these functions are performed by different types

of connective tissues.



Note : Extra Cellular matrix['s" 85.
S basic body tissues.
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• Cells of the CT are, usually, not regularly arranged.

• The cells of CT could:

− Originate and remain in the CT all their lives (fibroblasts).

− Originate outside the CT and then come to the CT and
remain in it for the rest of their long lives (mast cells).

− Originate outside the CT and then come to the CT and
remain in it for a short period (neutrophils).
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The Cells Of The Connective 
Tissue

↳Est is~
Connectivetissue

in general they are not regularly arranged- Its In jst

I can divide the cells of the CT into 3 general types :- depending on their in

· si 25 CT Si 351 25% 951) done marrow o 2.55 84
.. 351 I & bone marrow si

is

-> they are involved in

↓ inflammations & infections

they spend their lives circulating in , bone marrow (!;588's&.

S
.

/ 391515 EsTo S - so they enter the CT when
there is an infection

the blood , but when they are needed they will enter to the CT to perform a certain function -> IT is d 55.81 &YS



• Most common cell in connective tissue.

• Function: Synthesizes fibers and produces
components of extracellular matrix.

• Active Fribroblasts and inactive Fibrocytes.

• Rarely divide. Mitosis resumes when they’re
needed under influence of several growth factors.
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1) Fibroblasts

Fibro- = fiber. -blast = forming.

=> cells that form fibers

I
-1

.
9 &T & 6 CT is t6

CT &

E I [
Molecules

9
- fibroblasts could be found in 2 stages :

Q ②
S ↓
actively synthesizing fibers &We Fris

- Mitosis can occur in certain conditions under the influence of certain factors
Ex : if there was a damage for a tissue & I want to synthesize a new CT , 21 fibroblastdWI s

.

prefix suffix

#



Fibroblasts:

• Abundant irregularly 
branched cytoplasm

• Large, pale-staining 
nucleus with prominent 
nucleolus

• Rich in RER (rough 
endoplasmic reticulum)

• Golgi apparatus well 
developed
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Fig.2: Histological features of fibroblasts.

Features of all protein producing cells

the active form

-> what are the features of a fibroblast ?
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* any cell that produces proteins will have

these features

and any cell that have these features we

should suspect that it synthesize proteins



Fibrocytes:
• Smaller than 

fibroblasts.
• Less cytoplasmic 

processes.
• Nucleus smaller and 

darker.
• Less RER.
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• Myofibroblasts: Fibroblast cells with contractile
ability. Important in wound contraction.

-cyte = cell. Myo- = related to muscles, from greek mys = mouse (because movement of muscles resembles mice).

Fig.3: Fibroblasts and fibrocytes (arrows).

Inactive form =>

-

Fibroblasts

large Pale stained nucleus

-> and

Prominent nucleolus

&
-

less cytoplasm & fibrocytes
dark nucleus

=> not actively producing proteins. L I
-> they can contract

[ I $23.
Wind

the edges of the wound will separate from

(0biS) - Important in wound healing each other , this is not allowed in the body
,why i·1918 is E. . edges"Micro wounds" -52]. ↳ it could be filled with the wrong type of tissue

-
so when I have the 2 edges separated from each other the myofibroblast will come to the wound & extend their processes

& touch the edgesa contract so they will approximate (Pull) the edges together until they touch eachother



o Monocytes form in the bone marrow.

o Travel with blood and enter the connective tissues
by passing through capillary walls.

o Activated monocytes will form several types of
phagocytic cells in tissues.

o Macrophages in different tissues are given
different names.
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2) Macrophages and the Mononuclear phagocyte 
system

Macro- = large. Micro- = small. Phages = eaters. Mono- = one, single.

C
↓ &E

C · a group of cells
- they have a single nucleus

t

I
es

are derived from Perform phagocytosis
monocytes

-> So these are a group

-
a type of WBC of cells that perform

Phagocytosis & are derived
from monocytes.

circulate in the blood one of these is :Microphages

inside CT monocytes are activated , so they will convert to macrophages.
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- Connective tissue proper : Macrophages

- Liver : Kupffer cells
-
&is&

-I E -

- skin : Langerhan cells * T

but they all formed by
the same method
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Surface indentations and protrusions Lysosomes

Eccentric oval/kidney 
shaped nucleus

Pseudopodia

PhagosomeResidual 
bodies

Debris

Macrophages

Fig.4: Macrophages
and the process of
phagocytosis.

Many RER and a 
well developed Golgi

phare several : J ils iss
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/not in the center
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/
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actin & myosin

Does that mean macrophages

produce proteins ? Yes

features of &
protein producing
cells

-

-

What are the proteins

produced by macrophages ?

Lysosomal enzymes



the process of Phagocytosis :

When macrophages recognizes a foreign particle they will extend

cytoplasmic projections called Pseudopodia ,
these pseudo podia will

surround foreign particle leading to the formation of a phagosome

this phagosome is internalized or moves inside the cell , lysosomes will

combine with the phagosomes ,
the lysosomal enzymes will destroy

the foreign particle (they will digest its

Residual bodies
.

Ask Sis

Debris.Es b &s

Macrophages have receptors foreign Particle2,5 receptors=->& S

to produce cytoplasmic projections I, N <- -

-
to

foreign Particles & foreign particles! D 1 & Pseudopodia
S

Phagosome - 2) Cell membrane is DDo

lysosome -55&JN phagosome lysosomes : 21

foreign particle pig phagosomes ; 2



Functions of Macrophages:

1) Phagocytosis (microorganisms, neoplastic cells,
dead cells, debris, and abnormal extracellular
elements).

2) Destruction of red blood cells (metabolism of iron
and hemoglobin).

3) Antigen presentation to lymphocytes.

4) Release of cytokines and collagenases.
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Lungs , liver, skin
& &_551 se

->

-
exposure to foreign particles

-1 Sixbb.9.
.
S

C I

have a certain life span , they are destroyed by phagocytosis

C 9

&
when antigens enter the body , they have toedestroyed phocles e Sothefirststep isthatwhenteaI->

& once it becomes inside the macrophages

chemical changes will occur in the antigen

Once it is changed it will be released again

& now lymphocytes can recognize this

changed antigens the immune reaction

will stop -

molecules that are

released in inflammations enzyme that destroys

the collagen



 Large, oval or round cells. 
Cytoplasm filled with 
basophilic secretory 
granules.

 Nucleus small, spherical 
and centrally located (may 
be obscured by granules).
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3) Mast Cells

Fig.5: Mast cells. Note how the
cytoplasm is intensely basophilic.

 Depending on what’s contained in their secretory
granules, mast cells may change the blue color of basic
dyes into a different color – metachromasia.

 Function: Release of heparin, histamine, and various
inflammatory molecules. Important in inflammatory and
allergic reactions. Meta- = beyond. Chroma = color.

Six
· Allergic·

-

reaction

the nucleus is basophilic & the granules
in mass cellsare basophilic:Be e

different types 9
.
-

.

[
most imp

I of molecules& each different
type of molecule will reach

-> produce different types of chemicals :

& differently with the dye.

&
anticoagulant responsible for allergies



 Large, ovoid cells with basophilic cytoplasm because it’s
rich in RER (no secretory granules). Golgi and centrioles
occupy a juxtanuclear position and appear pale.

 Nucleus spherical and eccentric. Has dark peripheral
regions alternating with lighter regions (clock-face
appearance).

 Short life span (10-20 days).
 Derived from B-Lymphocytes.
 Function:

production of Antibodies.
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4) Plasma Cells

Juxta- = near, close to.

Fig.6: Plasma cells. Note: basophilic
cytoplasm,. juxtanuclear pallor (arrows), and
the clock-face appearance of the nucleus.

in color

-

----
-

-
-

-

- S

( S
activation Es antigen , once they

are activated they will turn into plasma cells

& Plasma cells will form antibodies.

⑤ -> Pale in color



− Formed from proteins that polymerize into elongated
structures.

− The 3 main types are:

1) Collagen fibers (from protein Collagen)

2) Reticular fibers (from protein Collagen)

3) Elastic fibers (from protein Elastin)
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Fibers of the Extracellular 
Matrix



• Present in different tissues: skin, bones, cartilage,
basal lamina, ligaments, and tendons. They give
strength to the tissue.

• Several types of collagen protein exists.
• Collagen turn-over is slow in some organs, like

tendons where the collagen is stable. In the
periodontal membrane, collagen has a high turn-over
rate.

• Collagen fibers may be in the form of (1)thick
bundles (as in tendons and ligaments), (2)fibrils (as
those that anchor the basal lamina to underlying
tissues), or (3)networks.
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1) Collagen Fibers => 19. ~ ESS. [S T * the most abundant

-- S type of protein in the
human body

time from formation until destruction

long turn-over : long life span

&
ligaments

short turn-over

-

- Periodontal
· 25%W'-

= membrane
&-='y-

-smaxilla & mandible s. S
.
3) this is why collagen fibers+ for a lot of 8

it is renewed
may be destroyed pressure (forces

in short time easily
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Fig.7: Collagen fibrils, fibers, and bundles. Molecules of collagen protein form collagen
fibrils with alternating banding. Several fibrils form a fiber. In some organs, several of
these fibers form a bundle. (a) Typical acidophilic appearance of collagen fibers under the
LM (arrows indicate nuclei of fibroblasts). (b) TEM image of fibrils, note the banding. (c)
SEM of the numerous fibrils in a fiber (the banding can also be seen).
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they're Let areas
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SEM
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~ Collagen protein molecules come together to form collagen fibrils


